To assess whether prior stretching of a muscle can induce improved postural control, 15 healthy adults stood still upright with their eyes closed before and after a series of bilateral stretches of the triceps surae muscles. The analysis focused on the center of pressure (CP) and the vertical projection of the center of gravity (CG v ) trajectories and their difference (CP -CG v ). The prolonged stretching induced a forward shift of the mean position of the CG v . The frequency analysis showed a constancy of the amplitudes of both basic movements whereas an increased mean power frequency was seen for the CP -CG v movements. A fractional Brownian motion modeling of the trajectories indicates shortest time intervals and lower covered distances by the CG v before a change in its control occurs along the antero-posterior axis. This reorganization is thought to be a result of improved body movement detection, which allows postural control over the longest time intervals to be triggered more rapidly.
A popular view is that at most joints, three types of receptors contribute to somatosensory cues, i.e., the sense of position and movement of the body. These are muscle, skin, and joint receptors. However, as demonstrated by the pioneering work of Clarke et al. (1985) , it appears that the control of the proximal joints rely predominantly on muscle receptors. On the other hand, as highlighted by Grigg (1994) , all three types contribute to the sense of movement. Despite extensive research on the physiology of these muscle receptors (spindles and tendon organs), little is known about the influence of past events on movement detection thresholds. Thus, one may question whether the sensitivity of these receptors could be enhanced after a prolonged stretch, i.e., lasting several tens of seconds, inferring a better kinaesthesia? Today, muscular stretching is indeed common practice in sports activities with the aim of warming up the muscular system prior to exercise or facilitating recovery after strenuous activity. However, several authors have questioned these effects (Murphy, 1991; Halbertsma et al., 1996; Hartig & Henderson, 1999) . Although there has, however, been extensive research concerning the effects of stretching and exercise and balance, no investigation into whether this stretching could affect postural kinaesthesia has been previously undertaken.
This study was intended to assess to what extent this supposedly augmented kinaesthesia could modify the postural control mechanisms involved to secure balance in the maintenance of undisturbed upright stance. This ecological task has indeed received growing interest over the last decade and constitutes an interesting means to highlight the sensory motor interactions and the role of the involved integrative mechanisms conditioning the motor output. Even though various causes might explain body sway during undisturbed standing (Bottaro et al., 2005) , from a biomechanical point of view, one of the main characteristics is that perfect equilibrium cannot, by no means, be reached. This is principally due to both the incapacity of the motor system to produce a constant tension over time (De Luca et al., 1982) and to the lack of inertia the reaction forces applied at the support surface have to counteract (compared to the body movements which, conversely, display a huge moment of inertia because of the upright segmental configuration). Physiological functions such as breathing and blood circulation further complicate equilibrium maintenance.
One important feature of undisturbed upright stance is that several sources of sensory information are involved in the integrative process aimed at detecting body sways which inevitably occur. Among them, the vestibular cues, at least in healthy individuals, seem to be discarded because of the too high thresholds of both semi-circular canals and otolithic organs, i.e., utricule and saccule (Fitzpatrick & McCloskey, 1994; Winter et al., 1996) . Closing the eyes or being in complete darkness would thus induce the postural control system to rely solely upon somatosensory information.
The motor output, once the disturbing sway direction has been detected, consists of displacing the center of pressure (CP), the point of application of the reaction forces counteracting the gravity acceleration which is exerted at the center of gravity (CG) level. The vertical misalignment of CP and CG at a given time induces an angular acceleration of the latter which can lead an individual to lose balance rapidly. This acceleration has been demonstrated by Brenière et al. (1987) as proportional to the gap between CP and the vertical projection of the CG (CP -CG v ). In fact, equilibrium maintenance can be described as a cyclic interaction between displacements of the controlling variable, the CP trajectory, and the controlled one, the CG movements (Winter et al., 1996) . Interestingly, both CP and vertical projection of the CG (CG v ) can be easily measured from a force platform and the latter estimated from the former through a biomechanical relationship involving an amplitudes ratio between these two movements (Brenière, 1996) .
It is with this method of analysis, based initially on a split of the global CP trajectories into two basic movements (CP -CG v and CG v ) and then on their frequency analysis and their modeling as a fractional Brownian motion (fBm) process, that this study was undertaken to assess whether the postural control strategies could be modified consecutive to prior stretching of the triceps surae applied bilaterally. These muscles are known to be largely implicated in upright stance control, and especially in regulating the forward-backward movements of the body. In addition, the vertical projection of the CG of healthy individuals always being situated in a forward position with respect to the ankle axes, it appears that the antagonistic muscles that are the tibialis anterior are generally silent in this task, as revealed by EMG measurements (Okada & Fujiwara, 1984) .
It is important at this stage to emphasize the usefulness of the fBm in disentangling the complexity of postural control during this cyclical interaction between CP and CG movements. Even though several criticisms have been made recently, in particular that the slope inflexion may be due to an artifact (Delignières et al. 2003) , we still believe in the pertinence of this modeling since removal of the time correlation between past and future increments suppresses this inflexion (Rougier & Caron, 2000) . In other words, the inflexion seen on the variogram [i.e., plotting the mean square displacements <∆x 2 > measured along each axis as a function of increasing mean time intervals (∆t)] should not be regarded as an artifact but as the result of the necessity for the CP displacements to come much too close to the stability boundary. In addition, by objectively determining this slope inflexion, it becomes easy to compute the mean time interval necessary for the CNS to modify the initial control. Even though some authors have in the past questioned the significance of the slope inflexion in terms of transition between successive control mechanisms (Newell et al., 1996) , it should be remembered that giving subjects supplementary visual feedback in their stance control does not affect the time intervals of the transition points (Rougier, 1999a) . Our main hypothesis in the present study is that the improved kinaesthesia due to the stretching session should infer shorter distances to be covered by the CGv movements and reduced delays to modify the direction of the CG trajectories of our subjects, at least for the movements controlled by the stretched muscles.
Materials and Methods
The methodology has been detailed previously in recent articles (Rougier & Caron 2000; Rougier et al., 2001) . Therefore, only the main points will be presented here.
Experimental Procedure
Fifteen healthy participants, nine males and six females, ranging in age from 20 to 44 years (body weight 67.5 ± 9.1 kg; height 173.7 ± 4.2 cm; mean ± standard deviation) with no known visual or balance pathology gave their informed consent and were included in this study. They stood barefoot on a triangular force platform (PF01, Equi+, Aix les Bains, France), feet abducted at 30°, heels separated by 3 cm. The signals issued from the dynamometric load cells (0-50 daN), on which the plate lies, were amplified and converted from analog to digital form before being recorded on a personal computer. An inert mass of about 60 kg was placed on the platform to assess the precision of the measures. The resultant mean variograms appeared constant and inferior to 0.10 mm 2 along both medio-lateral (ML) and antero-posterior (AP) axes. The CP trajectory was then automatically processed, as seen below, in different ways using a specific software program (Prog01, Equi+, Aix les Bains, France).
In the experimental protocol, which was repeatedly performed before and between the stretching exercises, the participants were instructed to stand on the force platform, close their eyes, and to sway as little as possible with their arms at their sides. Two conditions were successively presented, one before (REF) and one (STR) between stretch exercises. Each condition comprised five trials (duration: 64 s; sample frequency: 64 Hz), with rest periods of a similar duration being allowed between each trial during which the participants re-opened their eyes and remained upright. Figure 1 illustrates the temporal organization of both stretches and postural measurements. As shown in Figure 2 , the stretching exercise consisted of standing upright facing a wall (on which the participants laid their hands) and flexing both ankles bilaterally as much as possible while keeping the forefeet on a wooden little step (height: 20 cm) Because of the duration of the stretch (30s), note that about half of the rest periods during the STR condition was devoted to the muscle stretch. A preliminary experiment, based on a measure of the height of the heels relative to the ground, had shown that the stretching effect stabilized before the fifth trial. Consequently, our protocol consisted of re-evaluating upright stance maintenance after the sixth stretch. Since our aim was not to investigate postural effects with respect to time but rather to assess the short-term effects over a maximum time, the 30 s stretches were still performed during the rest periods of the STR condition.
Parallel to these measures, a control paradigm was set up consisting of another group of participants [with similar age and morphological characteristics since composed for the most part of the participants (12/15) used in the reported measures] who stood upright over the periods corresponding to the stretches during the experimental paradigm. For the participants who participated in both protocols, the control trials were performed from 1 to 3 days sooner or later. 
CG v and CP-CG v Movements Estimation
A schematic representation illustrating the successive steps used for the data analysis was presented in Figure 1 of the article by Rougier et al. (2001) . Displacements of the CP, as stated above, were split into two elementary components: the vertical projection of the center of gravity (CG v ) and the difference between CP and CG v (CP -CG v ). Body sways being particularly small in these undisturbed upright stance maintenance protocols, one may consider that body inertia remains constant throughout the trials. In this case, CG v movements can be subtracted from CP trajectories, since there exists a frequency relation between these two variables (Brenière, 1996; Caron et al. 1997) . As shown by the amplitude ratio between CG v and CP amplitudes displayed through Figure 3 , it is relevant therefore to consider that CP oscillations operating over too high frequencies are characterized by a CG v /CP ratio close to 0, hence signifying that the CG v movements at this frequency would be reduced as compared to those of the CP, this feature inducing in turn appreciable CP -CG v movements. On the other hand, if the CP is displaced slowly, despite its large inertia, the body and thus the CG v will largely follow these influences. 
Signal Processing
The basic movements (CG v , CP -CG v ) were studied through three kinds of analyses. The first method was based on classical parameters such as the mean positions along both ML and AP axes which allows determination of whether the participant equally distributes his body weight as well as his degree of forward leaning. The second was issued from the Fourier Transform decomposition of the various basic movements and was aimed at quantifying their relative contribution according to specific bandwidths (0-0.5 Hz for CG v and 0-3 Hz for CP -CG v movements). The root mean square (RMS) quantifies the amplitudes independently of the frequency whereas frequency shifts can be highlighted through the mean power frequency (MPF) computation. The third was based on a mathematical model termed fBm, as described initially by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968) . It allows one to determine the degree of correlation in the signal between past and future increments and its use was validated for the CP trajectories by Riley et al. (1998) . Its particularity is that mean square displacements of a point along an x axis <∆x 2 > are necessarily linked to increasing mean time intervals ∆t by the following relation:
With this scaling exponent H it is, a priori, possible to determine the fractional dimension. If no correlation between past and future displacements exists, H is equal to 0.5, indicating the presence of a pure random-walk or ordinary Brownian motion. On the other hand, i.e., if H differs from 0.5, positive or negative correlation can be inferred, which is indicative of a given part of determinism in the control. Depending on how H is positioned with respect to the median value 0.5, the relative contribution of deterministic and stochastic processes in the overall control can be inferred. In addition, depending on whether H is superior or inferior to the 0.5 threshold, persistent or anti-persistent behaviors can be revealed, respectively. In other words, such behaviors indicate that the greatest probability for a material point is to continue in a given direction (H > 0.5) or turn back from a given direction (H < 0.5), respectively. These behaviors were initially assimilated by Collins and De Luca (1993) as open and closed-loop control, respectively.
When modeling a trajectory as an fBm, the first step in the data analysis consists of calculating the variograms for each trial. As indicated by equation (1), information such as the number, the nature, and the temporal organization of the mechanisms involved in postural control is extracted from the shape of the variograms since the latter is depicted through log-log plotting. An example of this procedure for CG v and CP -CG v trajectories can be seen in Figure 4 . As is classically seen for CP trajectories in bipedal undisturbed stance, two successive portions are still distinguishable along both ML and AP axes for CG v and CP -CG v movements. On the other hand, undisturbed stance can theoretically be modeled as an inverse pendulum where CG v and CP behave as periodic functions in phase with each other. Therefore, the shift between successive mechanisms appears necessarily identical for all CP, CG v , and CP -CG v movements (Figure 4) , hence justifying the use of the method retained initially for CP trajectories (Rougier, 1999b) . Its principle lies in a comparison between experimental and average stochastic variograms to highlight the temporal organization and to objectively determine the transition point, i.e., the time interval from the initial control mechanisms are over. For CP movements, the complete stochastic process is characterized in a log-log scaling by a straight line with a slope of 1. The maximal distance between experimental and the "stochastic" straight line is thought to correspond to the ∆t coordinate of the transition point. Once the ∆t is measured, it becomes easy to pickup the corresponding <∆x 2 > from the CG v and CP -CG v variograms. Once this transition is identified, scaling exponents H, which quantify the half-slopes of the successive variogram portions displayed in log-log plotting, are calculated through a least square method for preceding (Hsl) and succeeding points (Hll), respectively. However, for CG v and CP -CG v movements, variograms and consequently scaling regimes characterizing "average stochastic variograms" over the same ∆t must be subtracted to take into account the low and high-pass filter effects through which the elementary CG v and CP -CG v movements are estimated from CP displacements. Instead of the straight line characterizing the CP stochastic displacements, the filter effect indeed leads to curvilinear curves moving progressively away from or closer to it for CP -CG v and CG v movements, respectively. Scaling regimes relative to "average stochastic variograms" over the same ∆t must therefore be taken as a reference in such a way that the mean square displacements as a function of increasing time intervals ∆t. The tilted or curvilinear dashed curves, which pass through each variogram at the point with the shortest ∆t, theoretically express a pure stochastic process. The lower part displays the relative variograms, i.e., the distances, in arbitrary units, between the variograms of the higher part and the dashed lines mentioned above. The maximal distance relative to the CP trajectory is taken to be the transition points' ∆t coordinate. Thus, the dashed horizontal and vertical straight lines correspond to the mean square displacement and ∆t coordinates of the different transitions between successive regimes involved in undisturbed upright stance maintenance (from Rougier and Caron, 2000) .
where H cal , H exp , and H sto represent the calculated, experimental, and stochastic scaling regimes, respectively.
Lastly, to evaluate the muscular stretching effects on the whole set of parameters, the results, issued from REF and STR conditions, were processed through a non-parametric Wilcoxon test, the first level of significance being set at p < .05.
Results

Control and Experimental Protocols Comparison
No statistically significant effects were observed between all parameters measured during the first and second parts of the control experiment which consisted, for the second part, of standing upright instead of stretching the calf muscles, as in the experimental protocol. In addition, no statistically significant effects were found when comparing the initial measures for both control and experimental protocols. From these results, it can be deduced that the effects described below are primarily due to the stretching protocol only and not to the postural task repetition.
Mean Positions
An effect of the prior muscular stretching is the forward shift of the mean positions of the CG v (from 105.6 (SD, 16.6) to 115.6 mm (SD, 17.0); T = 1, p < .0008). The positioning of the feet being held constant by the platform device, this result indicates that the participants lean forward significantly more along the AP axis. On the other hand, no particular effect was recorded for the mean position along the orthogonal axis ML, indicating a similar body weight distribution over the two supports for both REF and STR conditions.
Frequency Parameters
As seen from the mean frequency spectra of Figure 5 , the amplitudes of the various movements remain quite constant irrespective of condition. This is true for both ML and AP axes on the one hand and for both CG v and CP -CG v movements on the other. However, some changes occur around the frequency bandwidth of the CP -CG v movements. These visual impressions are confirmed by statistical analysis since a constancy of the RMS, aimed at quantifying the amplitudes, was observed and that a shift of the amplitudes towards the higher frequencies was seen, hence the statistically significant increase in MPF along both ML (T = 17.5, p < .016) and AP axes (T = 16, p < .012).
Parameters Issued from the fBm Modeling
As always with this analytical method, the variograms computed from the elementary CP -CG v and CG v movements displayed two successive line portions, as shown by the left part of Figure 6 . However, some differences were noted when comparing the two conditions, in particular for the transition point spatio-temporal coordinates which appear for shorter time delays and smaller covered mean square distances in the STR condition. The prior stretching indeed induces a reduction of these two coordinates along the AP axis although for the CG v movements only (<∆x 2 >: T = 11, p < .0054; ∆t: T = 19.5, p < .038). In contrast, no significant effect was observed for the scaling regimes Hsl and Hll, regardless of the basic movement and/or axis considered.
Discussion
Our data demonstrates that a series of stretches upon the plantar flexor induce a modification of the way the upright standing task was achieved. Even though the amplitudes of both basic CP -CG v and CG v movements remain constant after the stretch session (as seen from the RMS), some modifications are however worth mentioning about the position of the CG v relative to the base of support and the postural control mechanisms successively called into play. A statistically significant forward shift was found along the AP axis for the mean CG v position, whereas the frequency distribution of the CP -CG v movements were significantly increased and the spatio-temporal coordinates of the transition points computed from the variograms of the CG v movements significantly decreased. A first interesting result is thus the forward leaning of the body consecutive to the series of muscular stretches. This means that with the forward displacement of the CG there is an increased tension of the extensor muscles acting around the ankles. Indeed, it seems unlikely that the configuration of the body can be changed due to the nature of the stretching stimulus. From that, one may wonder whether these lengthened muscles may, at least partly, account for the observed strategies. Interestingly, a previous investigation conducted by Muir et al. (1999) pointed out that static stretching exercises at the calf level affect the passive resistance of the connective tissue within the surrounding muscle and joint structures in the ankles of healthy young men. In a previous investigation conducted with the same method of analysis (Rougier et al., 2001) , it was noted that the forward leaning posture induced various effects in healthy individuals such as a decrease of the spatial coordinates of the transition points for the CG v movements (associated with a shorter time interval ∆t) and an increased contribution of the deterministic processes over the longest time intervals (deduced from the Hll scaling regimes). However, these adapted control mechanisms were set on the basis of much more enhanced CP -CG v movements and thus larger horizontal accelerations to handle. In addition, leaning forward entails augmented medio-lateral movements, a feature not observed in the present study. Finally, it is important to point out that the forward shifting of the leaning posture was six times larger than in our study.
As seen from the frequency spectra shown in Figure 5 , the enhanced MPF parameters for the CP -CG v movements originate from their shifts towards higher frequency bandwidths along both axes. This feature means that the horizontal accelerations communicated to the CG are performed more rapidly. In addition, according to the theory developed by Winter et al. (1998) , this shift could express an increased resultant stiffness of the muscles involved in the control of the joints implicated in this postural task, i.e., the ankles and the hips for AP and ML displacements, respectively. This can appear as a contradiction to the forward shift of the mean position of the CG along the AP axis which should be seen as an expression of reduced muscular stiffness. Nevertheless, some higher frequencies for the CP -CG v movements is already seen in leaning forward (Rougier et al., 2001 ), a result mainly explained by the physiologic properties of the additional motor units called into play to secure the larger tension necessary to stabilize posture.
The most interesting trend of our results is the reduction of both spatial and temporal coordinates of the transition points which, in the variograms, correspond to the inflexion points separating the two successive line portions. A likely explanation of such a reduction is that the second control mechanism is initiated after a shorter time delay and after a smaller distance has been covered by the CG v movements. Interestingly, this new postural organization cannot be explained by a reduction of the amplitudes of the CP -CG v movements which remain unchanged between the REF and STR conditions. One should indeed bear in mind that the larger the CP -CG v movements, the larger the horizontal acceleration communicated to the CG and the greater the force required to handle the body motions to preserve equilibrium.
Other avenues have thus to be explored to explain the heightened sensitivity that seems to occur consecutive to stretching exercises. It is well known that stretching affects the compliance of the musculo-tendon complex. The immediate altered state of resting tension affects output from Golgi tendons and muscle spindles given that there may be an alteration of the fusimotor drive. A prior contraction of muscles likely alters muscle spindle output as will the contraction state of a muscle (eccentric, concentric, or co-contraction) (Proske et al., 2000) . Several arguments proposed by Gandevia et al. (1992) to explain the enhanced proprioceptive acuity observed during muscular contraction, as opposed to that seen with passive movements, can still be used here. In particular, the possibility that tendon organs can supply additional length information during muscular stretching cannot be ruled out. Another theoretical possibility would be a diminution of the co-contractions mechanisms, as suggested by some studies which postulate that the movement signal could be extracted from the difference between the outputs issued from the antagonistic and agonistic muscles (Ribot-Ciscar & Roll, 1998) . However, as already stated, undisturbed upright stance maintenance is usually achieved in healthy individuals without any contribution of the antagonistic muscles (e.g., tibialis anterior muscles). On the other hand, an increased spindle activity resulting from the α-γ co-activation during the muscular contraction could be hypothesized. This idea should nonetheless also be discarded if one considers the observed constancy of the CP -CG v amplitudes which can be viewed as a fair expression of the neuro-muscular activity called into play (Rougier et al., 2001) . Therefore, the most likely effect of the prior muscular stretching could lie in an enhanced sensitivity of the central nervous system for the somatosensory inputs. In the past, there have been several examples to illustrate that a facilitatory modulation of afferents carrying proprioceptive information might occur centrally. As shown for instance by Rushton et al. (1981) , a gating mechanism could operate at the cerebral cortex level to selectively suppress specific inputs. One can thus hypothesize that an inverse phenomenon, consisting of an enhanced weight of a given input, might be also true. More recently, it was for instance shown that sequences of plantar massages could drastically improve postural stability in the short term (Demanze et al., 2004) and that this improvement depends mainly on a reduction of the spatio-temporal coordinates of the transition points. Conversely, enhancing sensory information through the visual feedback technique does not, by any means, modify the spatial coordinates of the transition points (Rougier, 1999a) , even though the scaling of the visual display is magnified . The reasons for which the transition between the successive mechanisms intervening in undisturbed stance control could be modified only when the somatosensory cues are manipulated therefore remain to be elucidated.
Finally, the occurrence of the postural effects along the AP axis solely has to be linked with the physiological function of the muscles stretched beforehand. As stressed for instance by a system composed of two separate force platforms, the correlation existing between CP displacements from each single platform and the resultant one (Genthon & Rougier, 2003) demonstrate that the CP movements along the AP axis (and thus the CG one) are the consequence of an ankle control strategy involving the plantar flexor muscles. On the other hand, the ML displacements of the CP movements are principally issued from hip strategies consisting of body weight charge-discharge mechanisms over the two legs. This particularity would thus explain why stretching the plantar flexor muscle has no particular effect on movements occurring along this axis.
In conclusion, our data indicates that the stretching of particular muscular groups could improve their sensitivity and from that the capacity for the somatosensorial information to modify the initial control more rapidly, and thus over a reduced distance covered by the CG v movements. Naturally, this finding could have interesting implications in training or rehabilitation programs aimed at improving or re-establishing efficient postural control mechanisms. When investigating impaired postural control mechanisms, a classical result seems to be the relative incapacity of these disabled patients to restrain their CG movements in a reduced zone (even though other features could also account for this dysfunction). For instance, a specificity of elderly fallers compared to non-fallers is indeed a tendency to initiate the correction of their CG v movements after a longer distance has been covered along both ML and AP axes (Berger et al., 2005) . Conversely, it was demonstrated that the improved postural performance of blind individuals, compared to healthy ones required to close their eyes, is accompanied by an increased capacity to initiate their corrective body movements after some smaller distances have been covered (Rougier & Farenc, 2000) .
